
BENEFITS OF MOTIVES TOP 10 
	
	
MOTIVES PERFECTING FACE PRIMER- code: 300FP 
Helps you obtain a flawless and more youthful appearance 
Helps your makeup glide on smoothly and last longer throughout the day 
Protects your skin from the environment and keeps pollutants and makeup out of your pores. 
 
INVISI-LINE- code: 200LEG 
Fills fine lines and wrinkles (like “spackling” does for walls before paint)  
Brightens the skin around the eyes 
Visible difference immediately for men and women alike 
 
MOTIVES EYE BASE- code: SB01 
Neutralizes unwanted discoloration in the eye lid 
Holds eye shadow better & makes it last 
Shadows will look like their true color 

 
MIAMI GLOW BRONZER- code: 300MB  
Sun Kissed Bronzer for nearly any skin type  
Easy to apply, soft color but you can layer more intense look 
Makes skin look healthy with that “JLo Glow” 
	
LA LA LIP GLOSS: CELEB- code: 106MLMG 
Beautiful color on every skin tone 
Great staying power for a gloss 
Not sticky or slick 
	
LUXE PRECISION EYELINER: BLACK- code: 23ELP 
Easy application (smooth like a fine tip sharpie) 
Long wearing, will not smudge (Sample only on backs of hands not eyes)  
Looks like liquid liner application only with a pen, you can make a thin or thicker line 
 
ESSENTIAL BROW KIT- code: 100MBK 
Powder is softer for more natural looking brows, 2 colors to mix together to make the perfect color 
Brush is amazing & easy to use – and makes stroke that look like natural hairs 
Wax is like hairspray for the brows & keeps the hair in place all day 
 
10 YEARS YOUNGER MAKEUP SETTING SPRAY– code: 301FS 
Cools the temperature of your skin so makeup will not melt off 
Sets your makeup to last all day AND under extreme conditions 
Can be used in place of water for eye shadow liner & airbrushing 
	
FOUNDATION BRUSH- code: 33MBR 
Best Seller! Helps to apply any liquid or cream based products 
Use less product so you save money and don’t waste your product 
More even application and more natural look 
	
LA LA MINERAL MASCARA /BLACK - code: 100MLM 
Gives volume & length to lashes 
It’s a MINERAL MASCARA which makes it safe for even the most sensitive eyes 
Won’t dry or flake on your lashes 
	
	



	
BENEFITS OF WELLNESS PRODUCTS 

	
	

ISOTONIX OPC-3 BEAUTY BLEND- code: 13997 
Combines OPC-3, Calcium, and Vitamin C and E in this powerful skin formula 
Supports a healthy complexion 
Helps keep the skin looking young and firm 
High level anti-oxidant 
Helps maintain an optimal moisture balance in the skin 
 
ULTIMATE ALOE- code: 1285 Strawberry Kiwi (other flavors available) 
Tastes Great!! 
Promotes digestive health 
Promotes a healthy immune system 
Promotes natural healing 
 
MOCHATONIX- code: 7807 Cappuccino Flavor (other flavors available) 
Nutritionally balanced drink 
Promotes mental focus and memory 
Promotes heightened energy and endurance 
Supports weight loss and control 
 
	

	


